Review of Dance Concert 2014 – ‘Colour My World’

Do you want to be mind-boggled of entertainment, well; West Pennant Hills Public School is the place to be at 6:00pm on 24th, 25th and 26th of November 2014. There is a spectacular performance called ‘Colour My World’. It’s all about what colours colour your world. All classes and dance groups have dressed up in different yet outstanding colours and danced to amazing songs. So if you want to be thoroughly gobsmacked, it is $10 per ticket and it will knock your shoes off and come be part of the crowd because it is totally awesome!

At the start of the concert, I was kind of scared because of all the people but along with that I quite enjoyed it. The decorations were amazing and so colourful that it would attract so many people. The lighting was also awesome but the smoke machine was totally deplorable. You could hardly see anyone through all the smoke yet it had a horrible smell. The props although were absolutely astounding. You need to thank Miss Gemma Banks for all her hard work on the performance. She has taught these extremely talented Kindergartens to Year 6 students to dance to different songs and learn more about Physical Education and PDH/PE.

My favourite dances were 6W’s dance; they had party poppers and fabric in colours of the rainbow because it was the last dance in the entire concert. I also loved the Junior Girls Dance Group because of all the gymnastic-like things in it like when one girl did backflips across the front of the stage. They also did pre-recordings instead of people talking at the lecterns. They also showed quotes or short poems about that certain colour. They asked questions to people like little Kindys or Year 1s about how that colour makes you feel. It was definitely cute. If you were bored, you could go to the Book Fair in the library (I hope that won’t happen).

In conclusion, I strongly believe that anyone can come to this amazing concert. This year’s choreography, lighting and decorations were a lot better than 2 years ago’s concert. Thank you for reading this review, I hope it encourages you to come to West Pennant Hills Public School’s incredible dance concerts in the coming years. Do you want to be mind-boggled of entertainment?

Rating of concert: 9/10  -  Rating of last year’s concert: 6/10
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